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The government’s “near complete” lack of guidance and research on treatment options —
“apart from vaccines” — is “unconscionable,” said University of Wisconsin critical care specialist
Dr. Pierre Kory.

By Children's Health Defense Team
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Since the �rst days of the declared coronavirus pandemic, doctors faithful to their Hippocratic
Oath have been searching for — and identifying — e�ective COVID-19 treatments.

In mid-November, Dr. Peter McCullough, vice chief of internal medicine at Baylor University
Medical Center, and three other experts outlined safe and available treatments for the
Senate’s in�uential Homeland Security & Governmental A�airs Committee.

University of Wisconsin critical care specialist Dr. Pierre Kory followed up with more discussion
of viable COVID treatments at a Dec. 8 appearance before the same committee.

However, as Children’s Health Defense Chairman Robert F. Kennedy Jr. observed during a
March 2021 conversation with McCullough, “we’ve seen this very strange con�ict … that many
of those treatments that could save lives, instead of being promoted and investigated and
studied by the health authorities, are instead being sabotaged and made … inaccessible.”

The government’s “near complete” lack of guidance and research on treatment options —
“apart from vaccines” — is, according to Kory, “unconscionable.”

The tragic fallout of this government strategy is now becoming apparent. In a recent working
paper analyzing the determinants of COVID-19 fatalities, the authors — Michigan State
University economics professor Mark Skidmore and co-author Hideki Toya — estimated “if the
U.S. had made [hydroxychloroquine] widely available early on, 80,000 to 100,000 lives could
have been saved.”

McCullough had already reached similar conclusions when he told senators in November the
U.S. “could have saved half of the lives lost” if COVID treatment protocols had not been
squelched.

By March, McCullough had revised his estimate upward, asserting that “as many as 85% of
COVID deaths could have been prevented through early treatment.”

Tens of Thousands of Lives Could Have
Been Saved if Research on COVID
Treatments Hadn’t Been Suppressed,
Doctors and Economists Say



Paving the way for Emergency Use Authorization

As early as March and April 2020, doctors began communicating — with cautious optimism —
their experiences using interventions with years or decades of safe use behind them, including
the promising repurposing of well-known drugs (for example, hydroxychloroquine, the inhaled
steroid budesonide and ivermectin) as well as positive results from judicious use of
supplements and therapies such as vitamin C, vitamin D, vitamin B1 (thiamine), zinc, iodine
and nebulized hydrogen peroxide. They also noted that some of these interventions
functioned equally well as prophylaxis.

For example, a new review of randomized controlled trial evidence for ivermectin and COVID-
19, published by Kory and co-authors in the American Journal of Therapeutics, points to “large,
statistically signi�cant reductions” in deaths as well as improvements in clinical recovery. The
results, say these authors, clearly indicate that “an oral agent e�ective in all phases of COVID-
19 has been identi�ed.”

According to Kory, government agencies that refuse to recommend ivermectin as a treatment
option “are not keeping up with the data,” which “have done nothing but deepen and become
more consistent.”

Pushing back, some judges have ordered hospitals to give ivermectin to COVID patients who
have exhausted the few treatment options that government agencies are willing to endorse. In
one such case, an 80-year-old woman made a “complete turnaround” in less than 48 hours.

As for hydroxychloroquine, the database of COVID-19 hydroxychloroquine studies now
numbers nearly 300. These studies consistently show positive e�ects with early treatment and
appropriate dosing.

There are many indications that micronutrient de�ciencies — including de�ciencies of vitamin
D and vitamin B1 — may make some individuals vulnerable to COVID and its complications.

In February, Brazilian doctors reported “immediate neurologic improvement” and “accelerated
ventilatory weaning” in patients who had COVID-19-related neurological complications after
they received safe and low-cost intravenous B1 treatment.

Writer Bill Sardi has suggested that cases diagnosed as COVID-19 could, in fact, be beriberi
(vitamin B1 de�ciency). Vitamin B1 controls the autonomic nervous system, a�ecting functions
such as breathing, heartbeat and digestion.

Sardi explains that many aspects of modern living — “over-consumption of sugars, alcohol,
co�ee and tea and medicines like the anti-diabetic drug metformin” — can help induce B1
de�ciencies or block the critical vitamin’s absorption. He has also hypothesized that increased
consumption of these items during COVID lockdowns could explain what has come to be
known as “long COVID.”

More blood on their hands?

The Vaccine
Safety Project
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Under the law, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is not allowed to award Emergency
Use Authorization (EUA) status to vaccines or other unapproved medical products unless the
agency determines “there are no adequate, approved and available alternatives.”

The availability of treatment options clearly rebutted the contention of vaccines being the only
way forward. Nevertheless, FDA made — in quick succession — the EUA decisions that
enabled the rollout of the P�zer, Moderna and Janssen (Johnson & Johnson) COVID injections
just a few weeks after McCullough’s Senate testimony and a few days after Kory gave his
testimony.

The consequences of this myopic and quite possibly criminal suppression of COVID
treatments are not limited to the deaths that could have been averted through appropriate
treatment. Many of the individuals who have accepted COVID vaccines might have made a
di�erent decision had they known about and had access to the promising and a�ordable
COVID treatments identi�ed by McCullough, Kory and other ethical physicians.

Instead, 4,178 individuals have died following COVID vaccination (as of May 3), and reports of
injuries are �ooding in from all over the nation and the world — highlighting serious problems
such as blood clots, Guillain-Barré syndrome, heart in�ammation and neurological disorders.

Some people are not unreasonably comparing COVID vaccination to Russian roulette.

Former Health and Human Services (HHS) COVID advisor Dr. Paul Alexander recently
expressed major concern about giving children the experimental shots, describing the
lopsided risk-bene�t calculus. In addition to children’s “almost zero risk of [COVID] infection,”
Alexander pointedly called attention to the fact that vaccine manufacturers have complete
immunity from legal liability for COVID-vaccine-related deaths and injuries.

Alarmingly, the FDA ignored Alexander’s concerns and has just amended its authorization of
the P�zer vaccine to permit its emergency use with children as young as 12, notwithstanding
the growing number of injuries being reported in older teens.

For example, a 17-year-old high school athlete in Utah was hospitalized with blood clots in the
brain following his �rst P�zer injection. Another high school student, a�icted with seizures
and blood clots after receiving the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, has already incurred healthcare
costs of over half a million dollars.

Doubling down

Under the guise of “consumer protection” and “false marketing,” the government appears to
be doubling down on its suppression of non-vaccine approaches to COVID.

For example, under the disingenuously named “COVID-19 Consumer Protection Act” — part of
the 2021 Consolidated Appropriations Act signed into law by then-President Trump in late
December — the U.S. Department of Justice began actively pursuing enforcement actions
against healthcare providers who encourage use of supplements such as zinc and vitamin D to
treat or prevent COVID.

Given that these and other micronutrients have been uncontroversially recommended for
years for in�uenza, the common cold and other respiratory infections, the motives for the
clampdown cannot be taken at face value.
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MarkTwain2020  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 years ago

Great article! 3 linchpins of the biggest scam in human history:
1. The myth of asymptomatic transmission
2. The criminal misuse of PCR tests
3. Scorn for cheap vaccine alternatives that are actually "safe and
effective."
Any one of these points destroys the narrative and exposes the
scam. Maybe a "3-b" would include Fauci's GOF work over the
decades, and the origin debate.

 19  0

Patricia P. Tursi  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

Not scorn, but evil manipulation so they could, as
Moderna said they did, download "operating systems" to
start the transhuman movement. If there is a treatment,
they have no excuse to use emergency vaccines.

 8  0

Snowcat007  

Reply •

− ⚑> Patricia P. Tursi

3 years ago

There are now people who have taken this
death jab, who can now place a magnet at the
injection site and it sticks!!!!!! Begs to question
what else is in this kill shot? Now is the time to
get informed and stay on top of things and
more importantly just say NO!
Stick with Mother Nature shes knows best!
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MarkTwain2020  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Snowcat007

3 years ago

This is just a hunch, so please take it
for what it's worth:
I'm worried that the magnet thing is a
"clowning" psyop. Clowning is one of
the three main psyops along with
false �ag and agents provocateur.
The media needs something to latch
onto, where they can show "crazy
conspiracy theorists" doing wild
things and getting fooled by magnet
videos. MSM will then show this on a
loop to normies who desperately want
to think of "anti-vaxxers" as ignorant
gullible fools, instead of learned
people like RFK, Jr.

 5  0

Mick from Hooe  

Reply •

− ⚑

> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

The greedy mercenary vax makers will
use any hairbrained illustration to
prove their solution is necessary. Mick
From Hooe (UK).

 4  0

Vladimira Hajna  

Reply •

− ⚑

> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

I felt the same about the magnet
thing..

 2  0

Mick from Hooe  − ⚑

> Snowcat007

3 years ago

Population control? we've
unnecessarily and irresponsibly
'sheep-dipped' millions world-wide
when other non-vax solutions are
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Reply •

deliberately being hidden, denied and
rubbished in favour of PROFIT for the
vax makers. (Russian Roulette?)
Ivermectin exists - really! Mick From
Hooe (UK).

 3  0

Russell Bateman  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Snowcat007

3 years ago

Have you in fact tried or seen this
done? I don't believe it. The amount of
metal, not to mention ferrous
material, is either microscopic or non-
existent (I don't believe there's ferrous
material to begin with). I believe that
aluminum is the most common
catalyst used by vaccine
manufacturers and there is a valid
reason for it. I suspect this is a lame
meme you've latched onto.

 3  1

Snowcat007

Reply •

− ⚑

> Russell Bateman

3 years ago

Nope, I’ve seen it for myself.

 0  0

Uncle 5  − ⚑

> Snowcat007

3 years ago

The �rst video I saw on this
phenomenon, I thought it was fake
but then I watched this video...

https://odysee.com/@TimTrut...

I couldn't deny this phenomenon but
then someone (person A) I know in
my telegram group said she had 5
friends who tested it and it did not
stick.

More people then responded to the
above
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above...

"It’s not fake I’ve (person B) done it
myself to 2 people but also I tried it on
3 other people that got their shots 2-3
months ago and it didn’t stick .... the
ones that stuck got their 2nd shot 2-3
weeks ago .... maybe to longer it’s in
their it is less concentrated in one
area ? Like it spreads out ? Idk"

"I (person C) know someone that was
vaxed that set off the metal detector
in the airport right where she was
vaccinated."

"I (person D) asked friend who got the
P�zer to try it and he said it doesn't
work. No magnet got attached.
Probably a fake video. Well I tried to
warn him not to get it but his wife
insisted."

I then asked person A when did her 5
friends took the jab and her response,
"April 24 they took their second"

Now the above information
(fragmented) are just insu�cient to
conclusively say anything meaningful.
Perhaps, time elapsed since jab was
administered and the type of jab
(manufacturer speci�c) will determine
if it will stick or not? What are your
thoughts?

 1  0

Snowcat007  − ⚑> Uncle 5

3 years ago

My thoughts are that it probably
dispersed in those the magnets did
not stick to. Doesn’t mean it’s gone,
just spread out. Or they got a different
batch? At this point I believe there’s
enough crap in these kill shots that
we’ll never get to the truth.
My thoughts are these are tracking
nanobots, which do move. My
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, y
question is what’s happens if you get
an MRI?
What I do know is I will never comply!

 0  0

Uncle 5  − ⚑

> Snowcat007

3 years ago

So far, I have not seen any articles,
studies or evidence for the existence
of 'nanobots' at an advanced
technological level to be able to self-
replicate or somehow got basic AI
capability. I would be interested to
read such information if anyone else
have got reference to them.

But...the following references might
be relevant to the 'magnetic'
phenomenon:

Superparamagnetic nanoparticle
delivery of DNA vaccine
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih...

Genetically engineered 'Magneto'
protein remotely controls brain and
behaviour
https://webcache.googleuser...

...The most powerful of these is a
method called optogenetics, which
enables researchers to switch
populations of related neurons on or
off on a millisecond-by-millisecond
timescale with pulses of laser light.
Another recently developed method,
called chemogenetics, uses
engineered proteins that are activated
by designer drugs and can be
targeted to speci�c cell types....

...Neuroscientist Steve Ramirez of
Harvard University, who uses
optogenetics to manipulate memories
in the brains of mice, says the study is
“badass”...
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Mick from Hooe  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

we've unnecessarily and irresponsibly 'sheep-dipped'
millions world-wide when other non-vax solutions are
deliberately being hidden, denied and rubbished in favour
of PROFIT for the vax makers. (Russian Roulette?)
Ivermectin exists - really! Mick From Hooe (UK).

 2  0

GetCheckedNow  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago  edited

An even greater myth is in the process of being exposed
now as well:

The myth that viruses are pathogens and cause disease.

Check out Dr Tom Cowan on Bitchute. Some amazing
analayses of the medical literature!
He's working with virologist Dr Stefan Lanka &
microbiologist Dr Andy Kaufman, among others.

Viruses have NEVER been proven to cause disease.
Wow.

So there has never been an actual need for vaccines,
ever.

Vaccines generate $50 Billion per year in sales, and $500
Billion per year for meds to treat vaccine injuries (per
RFK Jr talk in 2019)

All. For. Nothing.

 2  1

MarkTwain2020  − ⚑

> GetCheckedNow

3 years ago

I'll check out Tom Cowan, but is there a
beginner guide to this subject, or something
that initially caught your attention? Showing my
ignorance, but...the �u is contagious, and is a
virus. Is this just a semantics issue, as in the �u
is not considered a disease? What are RFK, Jr.'s
views on this I wonder?
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John Stone  

Reply •

− ⚑Mod

> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

I am still of the opinion that the virus
was assembled in the Wuhan lab.

I think I can say that it is the general
view of CHD that the virus exists. We
have many scienti�c advisers - all
opposed to the agenda - and while
they may have doubts about
prevalence none of them doubt it’s
existence.



 2  0

−This comment was deleted. −
MarkTwain2020  − ⚑> Guest

3 years ago  edited

Perhaps treat those who have similar
symptoms that might indicate infection with
Sars CoV2? As Meryl Nass writes:

I have challenged those who deny Covid is
caused by a real virus to explain what,
exactly, is causing these symptoms if it is
not a virus.
*it has a very predictable incubation period,
averaging 6 days.
*Properly used PPE protects the wearer from
exposure.
*It causes mostly similar syndromes in those
who get very ill.
*The syndrome, while relatively unique, is
similar to that caused by SARS-1 in 2003.
*The illness responds well to antiviral drugs.
Patients get better quickly when viral-killing
protocols, including hydroxychloroquine or
ivermectin are used early in the illness
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Reply •
ivermectin, are used early in the illness.

 3  0

Mick from Hooe  

Reply •

− ⚑

> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

Obviously viruses can be created!
Who would do such a thing? Perhaps
unreliable Nations wishing to
undermine or destroy their enemies!
Obvious but true!
Let natural immunity protect you - not
dangerous fast tracked pro�t making
vax!
Use Vitamin D and, in the unlikely
event you get 'Wuhan Flu' use
Ivermectin or another of the various
safe and proven non-vax treatments!
Mick From Hooe (UK)

 3  0

Judy T  

Reply •

− ⚑

> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

Nass writes: " ... what, exactly, is
causing these symptoms if it is not a
virus." This profoundly foolish
statement by Nass indicates to me -
and, I think, to you too - that nothing
Nass has to say about the
coronavirus is worth consideration.
Wrong premises lead to wrong
conclusions. Virologists think the
same as Nass and look what that
thinking led to - vaccines that maim
and kill.

 3  0

Cookie0  − ⚑

> MarkTwain2020

3 years ago

Pneumonia or in�uenza, same as
every other year. Check death rates
for the last 5 years. There are no
spikes, in fact, in 2020 the death rate
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was a little lower. Never was a
pandemic.

 2  0

Cookie0  

Reply •

− ⚑> Guest

3 years ago

I believe the hydroxy and zinc therapy would
give relief to anyone with an in�uenza and
possibly pneumonia in a matter of hours. Too
many people have come forward and gave
testimony on how quickly they were relieved
and could breathe. I think most of those people
had a bad case of seasonal �u and in some
cases pneumonia.

 2  0

Kristyn  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 years ago

Over 17k died from AIDS in the '80s because Dr. Fauci suppressed
viable treatments. All in a days' work for some people.

 10  0

Alison  

Reply •

− ⚑> Kristyn

3 years ago

AIDS was ignored, because it was a 'gay' disease. Covid
is hyped, because it's a baby boom disease and baby
boomers pull the strings.

 2  0

developertest01  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 years ago

If I am not mistaken, part of the Emergency Use Authorization
requires that there are no alternative treatments. If this is the
case, of course they will doom treatments, they will create fake
science with studies of treatments that are doomed to fail.
Bottom line, they wanted a vaccine that they could sell to every
man woman and child. The investments were made up front,
before we had data from alternative treatments. They would not
sink that investment cost. It was decided, there would not be any
forthcoming treatments.

 7  0

Jason Millman  − ⚑> developertest01
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3 years ago

Yes, I believe you are right, to have EUA there has to be
nor viable alternative. Ivermectin, HCQ, Vitamin C IV, etc.
would not allow for EUA to come to fruition, so they
suppressed. They are criminals to the nth degree.

 6  0

kris  

Reply •

− ⚑> Jason Millman

3 years ago

i wish the international community would
demand these safe treatments and revoke all
of emergency declarations and all products
granted an eua in the �rst place

 2  0

Snowcat007  

Reply •

− ⚑> Jason Millman

3 years ago

More like extreme mass murders!

 0  0

Snowcat007  

Reply •

− ⚑> developertest01

3 years ago  edited

It’s all about control and culling the herd. What truly
scares the hell out of me is that there are so many
people out there today buying this hook, line and sinker
without question! Seriously, I am simply stunned at this. I
mean the red �ags could not get any redder! Yet, here we
are. Sad, so really sad.

 1  0

Patricia P. Tursi  

Reply •

− ⚑> developertest01

3 years ago

Pro�t is a sideline, but Agenda 21 plans for
transhumanism and Human 2s and do away with Human
1s. Georgia Guide Stones say Earth will have 500 million
only. Original Agenda 21 paper is gone from the web.

 1  0

Evidence  − ⚑

3 years ago

No other solution unless taking all the players to court,
deliberately lowering pcr cycles to hide covid positive infections
only for vaccinated is deceiving public in broad daylight and no

d t ti CDC b t thi h Th t t d
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one dares to question CDC about this change. The stated reason
for the 28 CT maximum is to avoid false positives on people who
have been vaccinated, which would discourage acceptance of the
vaccines.

CDC is not recommending the lower threshold for anyone else
being tested. False positives must be avoided to encourage
vaccinations, but false positives to prevent children from
attending school or maintain other government restrictions seem
OK with CDC. Vaccinated people are now in danger because their
infections will be greatly missed. CDC is even allowing the
vaccinated not to wear masks if they are together, opening the
door for a catastrophe.

Matthew 15:14, NASB:
"Leave them alone; they are blind guides of blind people. And if a
person who is blind guides another who is blind, both will fall into
a pit.

 5  0

Snowcat007  

Reply •

− ⚑> Evidence

3 years ago

Love that scripture. Too bad it involves many of our
loved ones.

 1  0

Kim from Brooklyn − ⚑

3 years ago
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